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Aerial photography dominated the 1984 - 1985 field season
effort for mapping Antarctica. The LC-130 aircraft outfitted for
aerial photography flew approximately 77 hours dedicated to
the acquisition of photographs in support of various scientific
projects.

Over 17,000 square kilometers of color vertical photography
was obtained of exposed rock areas around the Beardmore
Glacier within reach of the Beardmore field camp. Much of this
has been supplied to scientists who will be based at that camp
during the 1985 - 1986 summer field season. These aerial pho-
tographs were taken at 4,600 meters above mean terrain and are
of mapping quality.

Black-and-white vertical photographs were taken over the
Siple Coast and Crary Ice Rise. These missions were flown in
support of glaciologists doing a multiyear ice dynamics study
by photogrammetric means. Over 22,000 square kilometers of
mapping quality aerial photographs were acquired in support
of these projects.

Reconnaissance aerial photography was obtained over Terra
Nova Bay and Cape Washington. These will be used to evaluate

the feasibility of studying polynya photographically and to de-
termine safe surface routes for expeditions studying penguins
in that area.

In addition, aerial photographs were obtained to get better
coverage over areas that were photographed previously
through thin cloud cover. Black-and-white infrared pho-
tographs were obtained of the Mount Erebus crater at a time
when there was minimum plume, resulting in higher resolution
photographs for more detailed analysis.

For the 13th consecutive year, two U.S. Geological Survey
cartographers were on duty at Amundsen-Scott South Pole
Station. During the 1984 - 1985 winter, H. Scott Lawson and
Buel Way Grout, Jr. continued to conduct seismic studies as part
of the Worldwide Seismic Network and to use satellite Doppler
tracking to support ice-motion studies. They also provided sur-
veying support for the operation of the station and operated the
South Pole Satellite Data Link for the transmission of scientific
data from South Pole Station to McMurdo Station.

Three large-scale photo images were published in map form
of Hut Point Peninsula, McMurdo Station, and Amundsen-
Scott South Pole Station. The resulting prints use single air-
photo images and provide detailed visual bases for station plan-
ning and scientific analysis.

A Memorandum of Understanding between the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey and the National Science Foundation was signed
covering Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) li-
brary for Cartography and Geodesy operation and mainte-
nance and for aerial photography, field positioning, geodetic
operations, standard mapping, and special mapping. All of
these efforts are part of joint planning between the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey and the National Science Foundation for map-
ping activities in the Antarctic.
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The U.S. Geological Survey is conducting a program to
provide digitally enhanced, multispectral (MSS) Landsat images
of Antarctica. The goal is to furnish accurate planimetric, false-
color composite-image maps in polar stereographic projection
for these purposes: (1) to locate and delineate blue-ice areas for
the collection of meteorites; (2) to produce special-purpose
maps showing selected features only; (3) to provide synoptic
views that aid in the detection and interpretation of glaciological
features associated with ice sheets, outlet glaciers, ice streams,
and ice shelves; (4) to monitor changes in coastlines and glacial
features; (5) to enable the superposition and correlation of dif-
ferent types of digital cartographic data; and (6) to furnish

spectral and/or structural information in areas of limited bed-
rock outcrop to aid in regional geologic interpretation. The last
two objectives are not addressed in this report.

About 170 computer-compatible tapes (ccT's) covering Vic-
toria Land, the coastline of West Antarctica, the Antarctic Pen-
insula, and other selected areas (Lucchitta, Eliason, and South-
worth 1985) are now available as false-color, multispectral,
digital composites of band 4(0.5 to 0.6 micrometer, green), band
5(0.6 to 0.7 micrometer, red) and band 7(0.8 to 1.1 micrometers,
infrared). The tapes were subjected to routine image-process-
ing procedures such as noise removal and radiometric and
geometric corrections. Further processing included haze re-
moval and enhancement by linear stretching of individual MSS
bands based on inspection of gray-value (digital-number) histo-
grams. Saturation of snow-covered scenes in bands 4 and 5 is a
severe problem in Landsat MSS images of Antarctica and makes
many images unsuitable for multispectral work. We developed
special techniques to restore the saturated snow and ice infor-
mation in bands 4 and 5 (figure 1) (Lucchitta et al. 1985).

We have prepared two image-mosaic products: (1) a map of
the Ellsworth Mountains, which is preliminary because it i
based on poor ground control; and (2) a map of the McMurdo
Sound region, which is based on excellent ground control and
processed at full resolution. The latter comprises five comp](
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